Chapter 6 Take-Home Test

Important Note: You will need to read Chapter 6 as well. This is a test grade and is due Monday, April 23\textsuperscript{rd}. All 9\textsuperscript{th} Grade NHCS teachers are assigning work over break because it will allow us to get out of school on June 22\textsuperscript{nd} instead of June 26\textsuperscript{th}... as long as everyone turns it in! CAF

1. This chapter begins at night, and there are new conflicts developing. What conflict takes place above the island that night? (Page 95).

2. Why do Sam and Eric believe the dead soldier is a beast?

3. As Simon tries to imagine the beast that has terrorized the 'litluns', he pictures "a human" in his mind. What does it mean to connect people with beasts? What point is the author making?